We propose and numerically investigate a perfect ultra-narrowband absorber with an absorption bandwidth of only 1.82 nm and an absorption efficiency exceeding 95% in the visible region. We demonstrate that the perfect ultra-narrowband absorption is ascribed to the coupling effect induced by localized surface plasmon resonance. The influence of structural dimensions on the optical performance is also investigated, and the optimal structure is obtained with the extremely low reflectivity (0.001) of the resonance dip. The perfect absorber can be operated as a refractive index sensor with a sensitivity of around 425 nm/RIU and the figure of merit (FOM) reaching 233.5, which greatly improves the accuracy of the plasmonic sensors in visible region. Moreover, the corresponding figure of merit (FOM*) for this sensor is also calculated to describe the performance of the intensity change detection at a fixed frequency, which can be up to 1.4 × 10 5 . Due to the high sensing performance, the metamaterial structure has great potential in the biological binding, integrated photodetectors, chemical applications and so on.
Background
In recent years, plasmonic metamaterials based on the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) have obtained significant progresses due to their electromagnetic properties and promising applications such as the monopole resonators [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , the light transmission enhancement [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and the plasmonic sensors [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . For a metamaterial absorber, it is advantageous to enhance the electromagnetic wave absorption, while the intrinsic optical losses of metals need to be carefully considered in the design of other devices. The first perfect metamaterial absorber is proposed and demonstrated by Landy [22] . Thereafter, perfect metamaterial absorbers have been developed rapidly [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , which can be generally classified as narrowband absorbers and broadband absorbers according to their different application requirements. Generally, the broadband absorbers can be used in energy harvestor while the narrowband absorbers are used in sensor and monochromatic photodetectors.
In sensing applications, the plasmonic refractive index sensor based on narrowband absorbers have attracted much attention. To date, many different types of the plasmonic refractive index sensors working in infrared and terahertz region have been reported including hybrid microcavities [32, 33] , nanodisks [34] , network-type metasurface [24] , metal grating [28] , and so on [35] [36] [37] . Note that, compared with the plasmonic sensors working in infrared, terahertz, and microwave region, the sensors operating at visible band can realize a smaller periodicity of metamaterial structure, which can improve the utilization of these devices in many practical applications, such as chemistry and biology [38] . Unfortunately, the previously published plasmonic refractive index sensors in visible region generally have a comparatively low FOM, which will greatly hamper their further development and application. In theoretical studies, in 2015, Zhou et al. theoretically proposed a refractive index sensor in the visible region using the subwavelength metal grating structures with an S of 300 nm/RIU, but the FOM is only 2 [28] . Liu et al. designed a multispectral sensor with deep-subwavelength plasmonic nanocavities and demonstrated a FOM of 58 [34] . With the efforts made by Liu et al., a refractive index sensor with the minimum FWHM reaching 3 nm and a FOM of 68.57 was obtained via the plasmonic structure with networktype metasurface [24] . In experimental studies, in 2014, Emiko and Tetsu experimentally demonstrated a LSPR sensor based on single Au nanostar structure with an S of 665 nm/RIU and an FWHM of up to 40 nm [39] . Cho et al. reported an experimental demonstration of a plasmonic refractive index sensor with the S reaching 378 nm/RIU [40] . Both in theory and experiment, many researchers have made great efforts to improve the FOM of the refractive index sensor operating in visible region. However, it is still a great challenge to design a plasmonic refractive index sensor with a high FOM in visible region, which severely limits its applications.
For sensors, it is very meaningful to increase FOM. For example, in the biological field, a higher FOM of refractive index sensor means a stronger performance in molecule detection. The FOM of the sensor in this work can reach 233.5, which is far higher than that of the published plasmonic refractive index sensor in the visible region [24, 28, 34] . The plasmonic sensor is based on the metal-dielectric-metal (MDM) periodic structure. Then, the structure also can operate as a perfect ultra-narrowband plasmonic absorber with an absorption efficiency over 95% and a FWHM of only 1.82 nm in visible region. We also investigate the influences of structure dimensions and material parameters on the optical properties of the metamaterial. Furthermore, we demonstrate that, compared to the common MDM structures, the usage of triangular nanoribbons in the structure is helpful to improve absorption performance. And meanwhile, the absorption mechanisms is also investigated and analyzed in detail. Considering the fabrication of the proposed structure, the triangular nanoribbons can be manufactured by many methods, such as e-beam lithography [41] , molding [42] , and imprint lithography [43] . It is expected that our work would be a guidance for the design of a plasmonic sensor. Figure 1 illustrates the cross section of one unit cell for the proposed metamaterial structure. The structure consists of two gold nanoribbons array on a thin gold layer sandwiched between the dielectric layer and the substrate, and there is a triangular gold nanoribbon between the gold nanoribbons. In our simulation, the permittivity of gold is characterized by the Drude model. The dielectric of the middle layer and the substrate are set as NaF (n = 1.3) and MgF 2 (n = 1.4), respectively. We use two-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to calculate the transmission and reflection of the proposed structure and the absorption of the entire structure is defined as A = 1 − R − T. We set period boundary conditions in the x direction, and the transverse magnetic (TM) wave is incident normally onto the structure with polarization along the x direction.
Methods
As we all know, the equivalent LC circuit model is widely used to qualitatively predict the magnetic resonance excited by LSPR for perfect absorber [44] [45] [46] . For the convenience of the discussion about LC model, the schematic of the metamaterial absorber structure is depicted in Fig. 2a . And the equivalent LC model is shown in Fig. 2b . Here, the gap capacitance between the nanoribbons in neighboring unit can be expressed as C g = ε 0 t 1 /(P − d − 2w), where ε 0 is the dielectric permittivity of the surrounding environment. The capacitance C m = c 1 ε 3 ε 0 (2w + d)/t 3 is used to represent the capacitance between the nanoribbons and the gold film, where c 1 is a coefficient owing to the non-uniform charge distribution on the surface of metal and ε 3 is the permittivity of the dielectric layer [44] [45] [46] . The mutual inductance of the gold nanoribbons and the gold film is given by L m = 0.5μ 0 (2w + d)t 3 , where μ 0 is the permeability of the surrounding environment. To account for the contribution of the drifting charges in the gold nanoribbons and the gold film, the kinetic inductance
, where γ is a coefficient accounting for the effective cross-sectional area of the gold nanoribbons and ω p is the plasma frequency of the gold [44] [45] [46] . Then, the total impedance for the equivalent LC circuit model can be expressed as
The resonance wavelength can be obtained when The coupling between the nanoribbons in neighboring unit is very weak owing to the large gap (P − d − 2w) between the nanoribbons. The influence of C g can be ignored when C g is less than 5% of C m . Thus, in this situation, the resonance wavelength can be simplified to
where
In the LC circuit model, the influences of structural dimensions on the resonance wavelength can be qualitatively predicted by Eq. (3). It is easy to observe that the resonance wavelength λ r would increase with larger permittivity (ε 3 ) of the dielectric layer, owing to the increase of C m . Similarly, the larger width w will cause the larger values for L m , L e , and C m , resulting in a red shift of resonance wavelength. The increase of permittivity (ε 0 ) of surrounding environment will result in larger L m C m values, while the other term L e C m is independent on the ε 0 in Eq. (3). Thus, the resonance wavelength will increase with the increase of ε 0 .
Results and Discussion
Then, we start the discussion with the following structure dimensions. The structure has a lattice period of P = 580 nm in x direction. The heights of the square gold nanoribbon and triangular gold nanoribbon are respectively set as t 1 = 45 nm and t 2 = 30 nm. The thicknesses of the dielectric layer, gold film, and substrate are t 3 = 10 nm, t 4 = 25 nm, and t 5 = 165 nm, respectively. The width of the triangular gold nanoribbon and the square gold nanoribbon are d = 75 nm and w 1 = w 2 = w = 142nm, respectively. Figure 3a presents the simulated absorption, reflection, and transmission spectra of the designed structure. As shown in Fig. 3a , the absorption efficiency can reach up to 95%, and the reflectivity dip of the structure under 0.001 is found at 751.225 nm. The FWHM is 1.82 nm, which is much narrower than that of the previously reported narrowband absorber in the visible region [24, 28, 34, 39] .
To elaborate the physical mechanism of the absorption peak, the distributions of the electric field E and the magnetic field H at the resonant peak are calculated and depicted in Fig. 3b , c. Clearly, as shown in Fig. 3b , the electric field amplitude in the gaps can reach a value as high as 35 times larger than the incident light. Hence, the proposed structure can realize not only the perfect absorption but also the electric field enhancement in a nanoslit, which is an important phenomenon in biosensing applications. As shown in Fig. 3c , the most magnetic field is concentrated at the space between two gold nanoribbons and some penetrates into the dielectric layer, which indicate the coupling effect resulting from the LSPR. Then, in order to further understand the influence of the dielectric layer and the gold film on the ultra-narrow FWHM and the high absorption performance, the absorption and reflection spectrum are analyzed and compared between the MDM structure and pure metal grating structure with the same dimensional parameters, as shown in Fig. 3d . Obviously, the MDM structure has a narrower FWHM and a lower reflectivity of the resonance dip. The electrical field and magnetic field of metal grating structure are simulated and presented in Fig. 3e , f, respectively. Obviously, compared with the magnetic field distribution of the MDM structure, the magnetic field of metal grating structure is only located on the surface of the triangular gold nanoribbon without the magnetic field passing through the metal, which can be used to explain the comparative result of the absorption between the MDM structure and the metal grating structure. Moreover, due to the coupling behavior in the structure, as shown in Fig. 3b , the electric field intensity between two gold nanoribbons and the thin gold film is about 40 times larger than that of the incident waves, which is much larger than that reported in ref. [25] . Figure 4a shows the effect of polarization configuration of incident light on the absorption spectrum of the proposed metamaterial absorber. It can be seen that the structure has a sharp absorption peak in TM configuration, but not in TE configuration. Obviously, the LSPR cannot be excited by the incident light with TE configuration, which can be well explained by the asymmetrical structure of the absorber. Additionally, in an actual system, due to the surface scattering and grain boundary effects in the thin gold film, the damping constant of the thin gold film is likely higher than that of the bulk gold. To take into account the influence of the damping constant of the thin gold film, Fig. 4b shows the calculated absorption spectra of the damping constants of the gold film is three and five times higher that of the bulk gold. Obviously, absorption peaks with different amplitudes and FWHM are observed. The results show that the increased material loss of metal is unfavorable to further enhance the absorbing properties of the proposed narrowband absorber, which are consistent with the former research [17] . Fig. 3 a Absorption, reflection, and transmission spectra of the proposed structure. b Distributions of the electric field E of the MDM structure at resonant peak. c Distributions of the magnetic field H of the MDM structure at resonant peak. d The reflection and absorption spectra of the MDM structure and pure metal grating structure. e Distributions of the electric field E of the pure metal grating structure at resonant peak. f Distributions of the magnetic field H of the pure metal grating structure at resonant peak It is generally known that the properties of the metamaterial absorber are strongly influenced by the geometric shape and structural dimensions of the structure. Firstly, we investigate the effect of the triangular gold nanoribbon on the reflectance spectrum of the designed structure. The triangular gold nanoribbon of the structure is removed or changed into a square and semi-ellipse gold nanoribbon, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5c -e, with the other parameters kept unchanged in simulation. The reflection spectra of these three structures are analyzed and compared with that of the original structure as shown in Fig. 5f -h, respectively. It is easy to observe that the original structure can achieve a narrower FWHM and a lower reflectivity dip than three other structures. To better understand these results, as shown in Fig. 5i-l , the magnetic field (H) distribution at resonant peak of these four structures are respectively plotted and the color presents the intensity of the magnetic field. The magnetic field intensity of the original structure is obviously stronger than the three other structures. This means that LSPR can be excited more efficiently in the original structure, which results in a narrower FWHM and a lower reflectivity dip.
From Fig. 5 , the optical performance of the original structure with the usage of triangular nanoribbons is superior to that of the other structures. In order to make a further insight into the influences of the triangular nanoribbons on the optical performance, we give a detailed calculation and analysis for the modified structure shown in Fig. 6a , which contains a trapezoidal nanoribbon with a same angle θ to the triangular nanoribbon in original structure. Firstly, as shown in Fig. 6b , c, we investigate the optical performance of the modified structure dependence on different heights h of the trapezoidal nanoribbon when the angles θ remain unchanged. Obviously, when the height h is more than 10 nm, the optical performance of the structure will be kept almost unchanged, which shows the optical performance of the structure is robust in fabrication. As the height h is below 5 nm, the reflectivity dip increase, which can be explained that the height h is too small that would lower the effective area of the excitation of LSPR. As shown in Fig. 6d , e, we also investigate the optical performance of the modified structure dependence on different angles θ when the height h is set as 15 nm. It is easy to observe that the optical performance of the modified structure change little with the large angle range of 35°to 68°. However, the reflectivity dip increase obviously at the angle θ smaller than 30°, which can be understood that the too small angle θ may reduce the excitation efficiency of LSPR. Thus, by the detailed analysis to the influences of the different parameters of angles between the trapezoidal nanoribbon and the square nanoribbons on the optical performance, the perfect absorption performance of the original structure is attributed to the excitation of LSPR at the corner between the triangular nanoribbon and the square nanoribbons, which agrees well with the results of the magnetic field shown in Fig. 5i . At the same time, the structure can keep good optical performances in a large range of heights h and angles θ, which suggests a great relaxation to the fabrication robustness and makes the nanostructure become more realistic in experimental point of view. Finally, considering the fabrication processes of the actual nanostructure, Fig. 6f shows the geometry of the structure with the roughness of the gold/dielectric surface and the passivation treatment for all sharp angles. The comparison of the optical performance between the modified structure and the original structure are calculated and depicted in Fig. 6g . Obviously, the effect of the fabrication tolerance on the performance of the nanostructure is very small, which shows the robust optical performance in fabrication.
(See figure on previous page.) Fig. 6 a The modified structure containing a trapezoidal nanoribbon with a same angle θ to the triangular nanoribbon. b, c Comparison of reflection spectra between the nanostructures with different heights h, when the θ keep unchanged. d, e Comparison of reflection spectra between the nanostructures with different angles θ, when the height h = 15 nm. f The modified structure with the roughness of the gold/ dielectric surface and the passivation treatment for all sharp angles. g Comparison of reflection spectra between the modified structure and the original structure, when the l is set as 3 nm Fig. 7 a Reflection spectra as a function of the refractive index of the dielectric layer. b Reflectivity of the resonance dip and FWHM as functions of the refractive index of the dielectric layer Then, we also investigate the effects of the structure dimension and material parameters, by using FDTD method, on the reflectivity of dip, FWHM, and resonance wavelength of the designed structure. Several parameters will be studied including refractive index of the dielectric, gold nanoribbon width w, the gold nanoribbon width d, and the gold nanoribbon thickness t 1 . Figure 7 shows the effect of the refractive index of the dielectric layer on the reflectance spectrum of the metamaterial structure. As shown in Fig. 7a , the resonance wavelength redshifts obviously with increasing n dielectric , which is consistent with the prediction of the LC circuit model. As shown in Fig. 5b , the reflectivity dip is decreased firstly then increased when the n dielectric is increased, whereas FWHM becomes narrower. The FWHM and reflectivity dip of the reflection spectrum depend strongly on the coupling strength between the nanoribbons and the gold film, resulting in the different optical performances with various dielectric materials of dielectric spacer between the nanoribbons and the gold film. The reflectivity dip is the minimum value when the refractive index of the dielectric layer is approximately 1.3. At the same time, the FWHM is around 1.85 nm, which is much narrower than that of the published narrowband absorber in the visible region [24, 28, 34, 39] . Figure 8 presents the influence of gold nanoribbon width w on the reflection spectrum of the metamaterial structure. As shown in Fig. 8a , when the gold nanoribbon width w changes from 140 to 177 nm, the resonant wavelength blueshifts, which agrees well with the results of the equivalent LC circuit model. Figure 8b shows that FWHM becomes narrower and the reflectivity dip increases with the increase of w. The increase of reflectivity dip may result from the increase of effective metal area for reflecting the incident light, with increasing w. The minimum values of reflectivity dip and the FWHM cannot be obtained simultaneously. However, in our design, both the values of the reflectivity dip and the FWHM change slightly in a wide range of w (140~162 nm), which is favorable to practical applications.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 9a , the reflectivity dip can sustain a lower value when the gold nanoribbon width d is between 55 and 75 nm while it increases obviously when d exceeds 76 nm, which can be explained that too large distance between the two nanoribbons may reduce the excitation efficiency for LSPR, thereby reducing the absorption efficiency of incident light. The FWHM becomes narrower with increasing d, and the optimum size of d is around 75 nm. From Fig. 9b , the reflectivity dip can keep a lower value when the gold nanoribbon thickness t 1 changes from 35 to 50 nm while the FWHM becomes narrower. However, when t 1 increases from 50 to 60 nm, the reflectivity dip increases obviously. We can understand the result like this, the nanoribbon is too thick that would increase the reflection of the incident light. Figure 9c shows that the minimum value of the resonance dip is obtained when the triangular gold height t 2 is around 30 nm. In this structure, the reflectivity dip has been below 0.025 when the triangular gold height ranges from 15 to 40 nm, which is beneficial to design metamaterial structure owing to the excellent robustness performance.
It is generally known that the resonant wavelength of metamaterial structure is strongly dependent on the refractive index of the environmental medium, which has been widely used in sensing applications. Figure 10a shows that the resonant wavelength redshifts obviously when the refractive index of the environment increases, which is in agreement with the predication of the LC model, and the reflectivity dip can keep an extremely low value at the same time. When the RI increases from 1.07 to 1.12, the resonant wavelength shifts from 733.828 to 755.097 nm. The calculated wavelength sensitivity (S) is approximately 425 nm/RIU, and FWHM can be as narrow as 1.82 nm. Thus, the FOM can reach 233.5. As far as we know, the FOM is much higher than that of the previously published plasmonic refractive index sensor in visible region [24, 28, 34, 39] . The proposed plasmonic refractive index sensor shows good linearity, as shown in Fig. 10b .
In practical applications, it is usually necessary to detect the relative intensity change at a fixed wavelength with the various refractive index of the surrounding medium, and the corresponding figure of merit is defined as FOM* = max |(dI/dn)/I| [17] . As shown in Fig. 11a , the FOM* changes obviously with decreasing w, and the maximum of FOM* can reach 1.4 × 10 5 at the w of around 358 nm. Figure 11b shows that the FOM increases with decreasing d and a maximum of FOM* is obtained at d = 75 nm. As shown in Fig. 11c , when the gold nanoribbon thickness t 1 is 35 nm, the FOM* is maximum. Moreover, Fig. 11d also shows that the maximum of FOM* is obtained when the triangular gold height t 2 is about 30 nm. The characteristics of the FOM and FOM* with the changes of the structure dimensions is numerically investigated, which may offer certain guidance to design a high-performance plasmonic sensor.
Conclusions
In summary, we propose and numerically demonstrate a nearly perfect ultra-narrow band absorber with an absorption reaching 95% in the visible region. We further make a detailed analysis in the influences of structural shape and structural dimensions on the optical properties of the metamaterial structure by using twodimensional FDTD. Using the optimized structure dimensions, it presents the reflectivity dip as low as 0.001 with the FWHM of 1.82 nm at normal incidence in the visible region. In addition, we also demonstrated its sensing capability. Its sensitivity is around 425 nm/RIU and the FOM can reach 233.5. This is much better than that of the previously reported sensor in visible region [24, 28, 34, 39] . For its high sensing performance, the metamaterial structure may be found applications in the biological binding, integrated photodetectors, chemical applications, and so on. 
